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*2009 Next Generation Indie Book Awards Finalist**2008 DWAA Merial Human-Animal Bond

Award Finalist*Discover the sixth sense communication that occurs between humans and their

dogs...The connection between Maggie and Dawn was powerful.Maggie's genuine and

beautiful essence opened Dawn's heart and she became more real. Through their relationship

Dawn learned that dogs are intelligent and emotional beings that can sense human thoughts.

From housebreaking to adolescent escapades and on through old age, Maggie's radiant spirit

became interwoven with the fabric of Dawn's life. The depth of their bond opens a surprising

door to intuition and dream communication about Maggie's fate. Through their journey, Dawn

experiences the joys of sharing life with a dog that so touched people as well as the profound

grief that comes with the loss of her beloved Maggie.
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intertwined, and you know there will never be another dog that comes close to the presence of

this one and the bond that you share. For me, Maggie is that dog.You know it when it happens.

You think a thought and your dog responds. She knows what you’re asking of her, even though

you never trained her to do it. You recognize that your communication is beyond words, beyond

training. How do you explain it? You peer into her eyes and know you are looking into the

depths of a loving, advanced soul. You may wonder, as I did, who are you in there?When

Maggie and I are out hiking, running errands, or just hanging out being “girlfriends,” I meet

several people who have loved and lost such power ful relationships with their canine

companions. They recognize that magic between Maggie and me, for once you experience it

with your dog, you can’t miss it when it appears before you. I see the longing in their eyes, the

painful missing, and the ache of irreplaceable loss.“You just made my day,” one man wistfully

tells Maggie when she greets him at the coffee shop.Sometimes I see this man keep his

distance, and he just nods at me—as though it’s too unbearable for him to touch the pain of his

loss at this moment. I imagine his own precious memories with his dog dancing before his

eyes.“Enjoy every moment you have with her,” the gentleman at the coffee shop tells me.I do

enjoy her every moment. I know the day will come when I will walk in his shoes with that

mournful longing, when I’ll be forced to learn to live with her absence. But to know it

intellectually and to live it, I would later find, have nothing in common. That day, as far as I am

concerned, is so far in the distant future it doesn’t even exist in my awareness.As a child, I was

taught that animals were inferior to humans. We were superior to all life on Earth. This teaching

was inherent in both culture and religion. Maggie helps me challenge that belief. She shows me

over her life time that she is an intelligent, emotional being with a huge presence. I learn to

respect her as a being who I share this planet with—a different being—not a lesser

being.Chapter OneThe Gift of MagicI am windsurfing with a group of fellow wind seekers at the

Boulder Reservoir. When I meet Tom, we bend each others’ ears regarding our current failing

relationships. Our connection is immediate, as is our trust.I find myself easily attracted to Tom.

He is in great shape, with well-defined muscles. Where nature skimped on the hair on his

head, it made up for in chest hair. His sapphire eyes emit a constant twinkle. His immense

charisma makes him appear larger than his size. I am surprised to see him standing only an

inch above my 5’3" when he stands next to me. Tom is funny and laughs easily. His manner is

friendly and open. He loves people, brings them out, and helps them shine. When I talk, he

listens well. I don’t just pay attention to how he treats me. I watch him with both his male and

female friends. Not far beneath the surface of his playfulness, he is genuine and loyal. Once

Tom is your friend, you know you can count on him. Even before I fall in love with him, there is

a sense that the world is right when he’s around.It is the best kind of relationship. Good friends

turn into lovers. Tom and I are married on June 30, 1990. At thirty-seven, I am living with a man

for the first time. The package includes his two sons, almost eighteen and twenty years old.

Tom Jr. was away at college, so we barely know each other by the time he is living with us for

the summer. Scott was still in high school and much more interested in girls and partying than

spending time with his dad and his new wife-to-be.Although they are kind and open to me, they

are still trying to put the pieces together from Tom’s divorce from their stepmom of twelve

years. I am a stranger to them, as they are to me. And here we all are, suddenly thrust under

the same roof as a blended family.One dinner with the boys is so much like another.

Conversations consist primarily of teenage banter between Tom Jr. and Scott. Then Tom’s

fifteen-year-old stepson Jeff is added to the mix one night each week. Three conversations

buzz at once. Yet I recognize little communication exchange. What am I missing? Must be a

guy thing. Tom and I seem merely on the sidelines.At times, the chatter borders on crude. I



hear “ho” repeated by all three of them when they refer to girls at school, and I cringe, as a

member of the female sex myself. I finally inquire, “So, does ‘ho’ mean ‘whore’?”The buzz

stops. Dead silence. All eyes are on me. Then they look at each other. One of them mumbles,

“Ah yeah.” The conversation shifts. Just for a few brief minutes. Although this is pretty normal

interaction for teen boys, I feel it’s a teaching moment crying to be utilized. After all, I am a

woman, used to meaningful conversation. I didn’t grow up with brothers, so this is really

foreign. I watch and wait for Tom to step in, to guide them in communication and social skills.

But instruction on how detrimental such labels are to females does not come; nor does

coaching on the importance of listening, responding to, and engaging others. As stepmom

number two, I don’t feel it’s my place to jump in to mold personalities at this stage of the game.

I have no shared history with these young men yet, nor any bonds or commonalities, which

build the foundation for trust and rapport. I am the newcomer to this family system, and I feel

like an alien.Scott taps on my office door after dinner, looking sheepish. “We don’t really mean

anything when we say that stuff,” he says apologetically. He must have sensed my discomfort.

He does seem the most sensitive of the three boys.“It’s just not respectful to refer to girls that

way, Scott. It’s hard for me to hear.”“I know,” Scott admits, looking at the floor. “It won’t happen

again.”“Thanks, Scott. I appreciate it.” And it doesn’t happen again. When the boys start their

“ho” bantering, Scott nervously interrupts with, “Hey, guys, do we really want to talk like this?”At

times, I discuss my concerns with Tom in private about the seeming lack of responsiveness

among the boys in their communication. He occasionally interjects a comment to them, but I

think they sense that Tom wants to be “one of the guys” with them. I think he knows their trust

in him is shaken from his recent divorce. Chancing conflict with them is too great a risk for

him.In the midst of this sea of men, I am an island. I’m accustomed to the more intimate

conversations I have with my female friends. Although Tom and I connect well, a macho energy

prevails in the family arena. I sense their “tough-guy” walls, erected against the pain of living

through two divorces. I don’t know how to reach them. I wither on the vine. I am thankful for

Shanna, my thirteen-year-old orange-and-white tabby. She is the link to my past. To

gentleness. I long for a deeper connection in my life. Little do I know it is waiting for me just

around the corner.I love children and always assumed I would have my own. I adore my niece

and nephew, Heather and Brad, and I feel like their second mom. Even though I moved to

Colorado in 1977 and they remained in the Midwest, we spoke on the phone and visited each

other regularly. At age twenty-four, I adopted a “little sister” through Big Sisters of Colorado

when I moved here. Brenda was twelve. Now she is a mother of a teenager, and we remain in

touch today. Kids were just a part of my life.Yet even with what seems like a natural maternal

inclination, I’m not sure I actually picture myself with children. I perceived my own mother as

unhappy in her role. I grew up at a time when society didn’t seem to value motherhood. That

had a huge impact on me. I sensed that Mom felt trapped, and I never wanted to feel that way.

Freedom was essential to me. I grew up during the women’s liberation movement, singing

along with Helen Reddy to “I Am Woman.” I focused on getting myself through college and

developing my career. Travel and adventure have been high priorities. So has personal growth.

Being an idealist, I’ve been determined to have my life make a positive difference in the world.

There were a plethora of people and causes crying for help. It seemed to me that once a

woman had children, home life and family became almost a sole focus. That was all she had

time and energy for. Without consciously realizing it, I wasn’t making room for children in my

vision of contributing my resources outside of home.I suspect I’m a little afraid to have children.

I came from a fairly dysfunctional family background. Part of my own healing was to create

healthy boundaries. My mother was very obsessive-compulsive and controlling. For years,



rather than call Mom on her difficult behaviors, the rest of us danced around her. We dealt with

it by talking about her among ourselves. I wish we could have handled it more directly. Did I

unconsciously fear that children would bring out my own neurotic behaviors and I would be

criticized like Mom was? I realize now how unfair we were to her, yet Mom wasn’t exactly

approachable.My father was the one who went out into the world and returned with funny

stories and a sense of joy. He whistled while he gardened and fixed anything that broke around

the house. He couldn’t wait to hunt and fish. Dad’s curiosity was peaked when he merely

studied a rock. I wonder if I attached his happiness to not being home raising children, to his

freedom to come and go. I adored my father. I also got the subtle impression from him at times,

usually in jest, that what he was doing in the work world outshined my mother’s work. I took

that in on some level.What seems to matter most is to passionately and authentically give the

love that lives inside of me back to life. I don’t believe having my own child is the only way to a

fulfilling life. It’s one potential way of creative expression—a very powerful means to love, give,

and grow—but not the only way.I’d been single a long time; long enough to be somewhat set in

my ways. I never dreamed I’d be starting a family at thirty-seven years of age. I can go either

way at this point. However, I do want time with my husband first.“Since I was twenty years old,

my life has been geared to support my family. My three kids have been my priority,” Tom shares

over dinner in Summit County. We went up to stay at his condo for a weekend getaway of

hiking and biking in the mountains. “I’d like to retire someday and travel more. If we have

children, I’ll be focused on getting them through college. Then I see no end to working.”Tom’s

feelings are important to me. He is a certified public accountant and financial planner with his

own practice in Denver. He’s been very successful at doing corporate tax, but he pays the price

in stress.“What if we have another child like Scott?” Tom expresses a realistic fear. Scott had

not been the easiest son for him to raise, and he still poses a challenge. He became

hyperactive around age four and argued and pushed the limits with Tom in a persistent way his

other boys hadn’t. Scott struggled, and still does, to get through school. He often quits his jobs

and usually believes he has been wronged somehow. Taking on personal responsibility has not

been his forte. He loves to party and drink; in fact, a drinking problem is surfacing already. His

mother, Tom’s first wife is an alcoholic. But we are certain he’ll outgrow it.“Just think, we can be

grandparents someday,” Tom ventures. He is forty-two years old and ready for some freedom.

The idea of starting a new family scares him. I understand that.His feelings tip the scale for me.

I have several close married friends with out children. It makes not having children a more

natural direction than if all my friends had kids. And so it is that Tom and I agree that a canine

baby is the only newborn we will have together.It isn’t an either/or situation. They are two

entirely separate issues. We will get a dog whether we choose to have a child or not. I had an

intense love for animals, even as a child: dogs, cats, rabbits, and pigeons—I had and adored

them all. But dogs were my passion. The neighborhood German shepherd, Flash, scared some

adults in our neighborhood with his bark and size. Yet we were buddies. He waited at the end

of my driveway for me to get off the school bus, and we played and wrestled together in our

front yard. When I was in my troubled teens, I often thought out loud while walking with Sandy

and Taffy, our beagles. They were good listeners and wouldn’t tell on me.So, a puppy it is. We

decide in August 1990. Glenda, my friend and former landlady, tells us before our wedding that

it will be her gift to us. We are surprised and touched by her generosity. She knew I missed

living with her black Labrador, Axie. Tom had lost his black Lab, Otis, in his divorce. So the

breed isn’t a question.“I really want a female to balance the abundant male energy in this

house,” I tell Tom one evening as we lay in bed reading.“I’m okay with that,” Tom agrees. “Male

dogs roam more, anyway.”I am so ready and excited to have my own dog to connect with. I had



dogs as a child, but they were different. Randy was the family dog. I dearly loved Dad’s

beagles. I had the pleasure of feeding and walking them, but they were Dad’s hunting dogs.It’s

almost Thanksgiving when Glenda calls. “I got the name of a good breeder in Denver from

Axie’s breeder. They just had a litter on October 21.”Our very own puppy has been born! She is

out there waiting for us to find her. I can’t dial Desperado Labradors fast enough to make an

appointment for us to see the pups.Choosing our own pup is a first for both Tom and me. The

two of us drive to the breeder’s home on Thanksgiving weekend, anticipating. Although Scott

lives with us, it’s more that he sleeps in our house. School, work, and his social life occupy his

time. Tom Jr. already returned to the University of Northern Colorado (UNC) campus, working

at his part-time job in Greeley. When the boys are here, they are more like our roommates at

this point. At their ages, as you might expect, Tom’s sons have little involvement with our day-

today household. Since our new dog will be here much longer than either of them will, we don’t

consider them part of our decision process. This puppy is for Tom and me to raise, train, and

be responsible for.Joan and Paul Barnes lead us to their backyard that looks like it has seen a

few litters of puppies. The patchy grass is badly in need of being reseeded. Then we see them.

Five black and two brown balls of fur bob happily on the ground. Tails wag. Eyes twinkle with

light and life. Bodies bounce into each other. Tiny teeth nip in play. A palpable joy surrounds

us.“They’re adorable!” I exclaim. Tom’s face melts.We squat and invite these angelic balls of fur

into our arms. One by one, tiny black and brown pups tumble over our feet. Nibble our fingers.

Tickle our faces with their soft, pink tongues.“How do we choose?” Tom wonders.To help us

more easily pick our black female, Joan removes the males and chocolates and places them in

a small pen. Four black wiggly creatures surround us and vie for our attention. Gradually, their

interest in us fades—except for one bright, smiling face—the one with a tiny white patch on her

chest. Soul pours through her eyes. This precious one waddles in and out under my coat. Her

tail wags nonstop. She circles Tom and comes back to me. Chubby paws land in my lap. A

warm tongue touches my chin. Soft brown eyes peer into mine. Away she goes to roll with her

siblings—but not for long. She comes back to us again. I know she is our girl. We already

belong to each other.I look at Tom. “Who is doing the choosing here?” he laughs.The decision

among the three of us is unanimous. Indeed, she is already living in my heart. This is our first

big joint decision, after choosing marriage and buying our house. As with those two major

decisions, we both just know. I am beginning to recognize that agreement on the big things

comes easy for us. This choice will affect and unite us for many years to come. Our mutual

commitment to another being seems to affirm our commitment to each other.What a privileged

experience to share. As in being with young children, basking in the presence of the pups

allows us to touch those exuberant, yet gentle, places in ourselves.Our pup is only five-and-

one-half weeks old. We can’t take her yet. I know from reading in a book I bought about

Labrador retrievers that seven-and-one-half to eight weeks is the ideal time to take them from

their litter. This socialization time with her litter is crucial to her development. But it’s torture to

leave her for two weeks.We prepare like parents awaiting the arrival of a newborn. Pet smart

loves us. How about this pink collar? Oh, and a matching leash, of course. Toys, dish, dog pen

and food lay in place, awaiting her arrival. Our preparation and anticipation aligns us. Our pup

is the first being we are going to nurture and raise together.We toss names around, as

expectant parents do. The boys pitch in. We narrow it down to “Magic” or “Indigo.” “Magic” wins.

It is appropriate, as she feels like magic coming into our lives. She is registered with the

American Kennel Club as “Desperado’s Magic of Pineridge” (the name of our street). We

lovingly dub her “Maggie.”The love between Tom and I is still fresh and exciting, as is

anticipating a new puppy in our home. As when children come into young relationships, ours is



about to change. We will learn to work together for what’s best for this new little creature that

will be totally dependent on us. Like a child, Maggie will soon reveal our different ways of

approaching things. She will make us see things in ourselves and each other we may not

otherwise learn.The big day comes at last. “She’ll cry the first night,” Joan warns. “Just ignore

her. She has to get used to being alone, and if you go to her, it will take longer to break her of

whining.”We don’t know any better. We trust Joan since she has a lot of experience with

puppies and we don’t.Tom drives home. I cuddle our new bundle. Lucky me. Intermittent

whimpers are muffled as she nestles into my neck and chest.
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Ali Julia, “A touching story. I was touched by the special connection between a woman and her

dog. It is a joyful story about their relationship and a sad story as well. It is painful to lose a pet

and the author describes her pain so vividly that it is hard not to tear up as the story unfolds.

As any person in pain she blames herself, the doctors, and many other things for the events

that caused the dog's death. She felt the need to take and share the blame for the events to

deal with the painful loss. In my heart of hearts I think every reader can see that she did the

best she could and always had the dog's happiness as the top priority. I was happy to read

that she was able to take a new dog into her life.Ali Julia review”

David in Mississippi, “Tear Jerker. Good Dog Relationship. A bit too new age?. A very well-

written book, a great dog story, BUT...The book does draw you in to the relationship between

author and canine, it makes you care about them both.The HOWEVER is that there's rather a

lot of ... what? New age? ... let's say somewhat out of my (and my wife's) comfort zone

material. For example, the author does tend to go on at great length about dreams she's had

(all about the dog, of course), and interpretation of the dreams, and going to a therapist for

dream analysis. Another thing my wife got tired of was the amount of gazing they did into each

other's eyes, author and dog. My wife says once or twice would have been enough.Of course,

people live longer than dogs, and like very many dog-centric books, this one includes the

passing of the canine protagonist. Keep a box of tissues handy.Anyone who has ever loved a

dog, who has ever lost a dog, will identify with much of this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good but sad. Isn't it crazy how you can love a book though it makes you

weep? I suppose it was all the other emotions that the book e!!Isn't it crazy that you love a

book though it makes you weep. I suppose it is all the other emotions that it bring out that

endeared it to me. The author projected her emotions about Maggie to me on every page of
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this book. I loved this dog and hurt when she died. If you are an animal lover and can tolerate

the weeping, I highly recommend MAGGIE: the dog who changed my life. By the way, it does

have a joyous ending.”

DallasGal, “What a Wonderful Book. I would this book to anyone who loves dogs. While

reading I thought of all the dogs I have had and the I had with them. Different types of bonds,

however, all were very much loved.”

Jane Collier, “Kudos for Dawn Kairns.....a must read for all animal lovers...... Dawn Kairns has

touched my heart in ways I was not anticipating. I lost my beloved dog, Freedom, many years

ago and thought I had worked through all those stages of grief that are necessary, but this

book allowed me to relive the beautiful memories I have, and it also helped me to work through

unresolved grief that was deeply buried. Dawn's relationship with Maggie was very much

identical to the one I had with my dog. Thank you for sharing your story, Dawn. You have

ignited in my heart the eternal love that I have for Freedom. I have had other animals in my life

since then, and always will, but Freedom was that special spirit always at my side and who, like

Maggie, will forever be that "once in a lifetime dog." I will read this book over and over again as

I pass through various stages of life with my animals and face their eventual passing. It's a

book all animal lovers should have on their bookshelves. I would like to hear more from Dawn

Kairns. She is a very gifted writer, and having had the pleasure of meeting her, a very

compassionate and loving individual.”

storyteller312, “A True Lab/A Big Heart. If you never had a dog, this book might put you on an

eye-opening path.And, if you are a dog-lover, the story will touch you.The author tells an

honest story of the good and difficult times during life with a special pet.Of course, all our pets

are special and speak a secret language to our hearts. But, there are thosecreatures whose

indelible imprint stays with us beyond their years.A key point to dog ownership is responsibility

and the author stresses that in many instances and includestrying circumstances as well. Often

we must make decisions for those who cannot speak and must live with the results.Ms. Karins

writes with clarity and definition. While she takes it on the chin for many of Maggie's mishaps,

she also revisits her decisions on Maggie's care. Her bravery is not living through life with

Maggie, but sharing it with others.If you enjoy dog books, you might also enjoy:

  

She Came from Heaven

  

  

    

  

From Baghdad with Love: A Marine, the War, and a Dog Named Lava”

Dr. Kristi S. Fowler, “I especially liked this author's emphasis on the transition she made



from .... I especially liked this author's emphasis on the transition she made from the old ways

of thinking about dog training to positive training and its rewards for both dog and person, the

building of trust rather than the establishment of domination. Maggie was not just a best friend

but a compassionate educator in this author's life. Having had the same sort of relationship

with dogs myself, I could appreciate not just how much she loved Maggie but how grateful she

was to the dog for broadening her understanding of life and relationships.”

janet, “Maggie. We relate to this story. Our black lab Maggie was a special girl. She was the

best Pet we ever had. Always by our side. Camped across country with us. She lived to be two

months shy of 16 years. Two months later we are still grieving. Our last camping trip was sad

without her. We were so happy that our great Vet came to our house to put her down. He gave

her a relaxing drug first and her death was so peaceful. She brought us much joy in those

years, she will be hard to replace.”

scourge, “Moving. A moving book: those of us with dogs, and especially those who have

experienced similar loss, will relate to the story of Maggie. However, it does go overboard with

the psychobabble, so probably best suited to the American market.”

snowdrop1941, “Beautiful Maggie. This was a very moving book about a spiritual connection

between human and canine. I loved reading about Maggie who had such an old soul. Animals

are dismissed as 'just animals'  but we are also animals.”

colin sleeman, “Good. Good”

Wendy, “Maggie. Wonderful story of the bond between human and animal. Brought tears to my

eyes as I have beautiful choc lab and can see parallels in their behaviour. They understand our

emotions and their compassion shines through. Would recommend this book to anybody who

has a dog, so they can understand better.”

M. PHIPPS, “MAGGIE THE LABRADOR. too late in life for me to have another dog so I tend to

drift towards doggie stories I loved this because it started at the beginning with choosing a

puppy and although it was sad as well its was a real story.Billy”

The book by Dawn Kairns has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 148 people have provided feedback.
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